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NOMENCLATURE
metrics of coordinate transformation from physical plane to computational plane.
contraction ratio, wi/we.
static pressure coefficient, Cp - p - Pts
qCL
screen wire diameter.
drag force acting on a screen.
index associated with grid stations in the x- (or _-) direction.
Jacobian of coordinate transformation from physical plane to computational plane.
index associated with grid levels in the y- (or 11-) direction.
pressure loss coefficient of a screen for normal incident flow, ko = D/q.
pressure loss coefficient of a screen for incident flow at angle 0 relative to the screen
normal.
length of contracting section of inlet.
length of constant width upstream duct.
static pressure.
total pressure.
reference static pressure, wall static pressure in test section.
dynamic pressure, q = 1/2 pV2 = Po - P.
reference dynamic pressure, dynamic pressure at centerline of test section.
dV
modified Reynolds number, Re[_ = 13v "
x-component of velocity.
y-component of velocity.
velocity vector, [u,v].
magnitude of the velocity, _u 2 + v 2 .
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subscripts:
ts
i
e
CL
1
2
x, y, _, rl
width of duct.
physical coordinate in direction of tunnel axis.
x-location of the match point of the two cubic curves defining the contraction shape
measured from the start of the contraction.
x-location of the screen in the upstream duct measured from the upstream end of the duct.
physical coordinate perpendicular to tunnel axis.
porosity of a screen, ratio of open area to total area.
differential operator.
del operator.
flow onset angle relative to screen normal.
flow exit angle from screen relative to downstream normal.
kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
fluid density.
stream function.
vorticity, co = V × V.
streamwise coordinate in computational domain.
transverse coordinate in computational domain.
test section.
inlet or start of contracting section.
exit of contraction.
wind tunnel centerline.
upstream of screen.
downstream of screen.
derivative with respect to the variable.
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SUMMARY
The designof closed-circuitwind tunnelshashistorically beenperformedusing "rules of thumb"
which haveevolvedover the yearsinto a body of useful guidelines. The developmentof indraft wind
tunnelshowever,hasnot beenaswell documented.Thedesignof indraft wind tunnelsis thereforegen-
erallyperformedusingamoreintuitive approach,oftenresultingin afacility with dissappointingperfor-
mance.The primary problemis a lackof understandingof theflow in theinlet asit passesthroughthe
requiredanti-turbulencetreatment.For windtunnelswhichemploylarge-contraction-ratioinlets,this lack
of understandingis not serioussincetherelatively low velocity of the flow throughtthe inlet treatment
reducesthesensitivityof theflow to improperinlet design.Unfortunately,largecontractionratio inletsare
expensiveandoftenviolatebudgetaryandsizeconstraintsfor newfacilities,particularlywhenalargetest
sectionis desired.A largebodyof literatureconcerningtheperfomanceof variousflow controldevicesto
reducetest-sectionturbulenceis available.Theinfluenceof thesedeviceson thetest-sectionflow unifor-
mity, however,hasnot recievedanydetailedstudy. Theeffect is particularly strongfor short,low-con-
tractionratio inlets. Thepresentstudywasundertakento examinetheeffectof anti-turbulencedeviceson
test-sectionvelocity uniformity andto find waysof designinglow-contractionratio inletswith antiturbu-
lencetreatmentswhichproduceuniformtest-sectionflow. Themostcommonantiturbulencetreatmentis a
setof screenslocatedat thefront of theinlet. Therefore,atwo-dimensionalanalysismethodcapableof
predicting the effect of suchscreenson the test-sectionflow uniformity wasdeveloped.The analysis
showedthat screenturning plays a largerole in modifying theinlet flow distribution. The amountof
turning is determinedby thepressuredropof the screen,theangleof onset,andthevelocity variationof
theflow passingthroughthescreen.Furtheranalyseswereperformedto examinetheeffectof geometric
variationson thetest-sectionflow uniformity. Thetest-sectionflow distributionprovidedby a giveninlet
geometryandscreencombinationcanbeaccuratelycalculatedusingthecomputationalmethod,however,
designinga small inlet for uniform flow is still a formidableproblembecauseof the stronginteraction
betweentheinlet geometryandthescreencharacteristics.A morestraightforwarddesignapproachwas
thereforeexaminedin which acascadewasplacedin theinlet to provideamorecontrollablemechanism
for flow redistribution. By properly tailoring the anglesof the individual vanes,uniform test-section
velocity canbeobtained. An anlysis method based on existing potential flow methods and an empirical
screen pressure drop calculation was developed to demonstrate the utility of the inlet cascade. Descriptions
of both the screen and cascade analysis methods are presented. The accuracy of the computations was
demonstrated using experimental data from tests of a two-dimensional indraft wind tunnel. The predic-
tions are in very good agreement with the experimental data in all cases. Extension of the results for the
inlet cascade to three-dimensions is demonstrated and a successful wind tunnel design is presented.
vii

CHAPTER1. INTRODUCTION
Reviewof PreviousWork
Thedesignof closed-circuitwind tunnelshashistorically beenperformedusing"rulesof thumb"
which have evolvedover the yearsinto a body of useful guidelines(refs. 1-3). The developmentof
indraft wind tunnels,however,hasnot beenaswell documented.The designof indraft wind tunnelsis
thereforeperformedusinga moreintuitive approach,whichcanresultin afacility with disappointingper-
formance. This isparticularly trueof largewind tunnelswhich areoften affectedby alackof sufficient
spaceand/orfundsrequiredto constructahigh-performancetunnelusingconservativedesignrules. The
result of this conflict is usuallya facility which doesnot producethedesiredflow quality. Expensive
retrofittedmodificationsmaythenbenecessaryto makethetunneluseful. Indraftwind tunnelsarenotori-
ousfor this typeof designfault, someof whichhavebeenreportedin the literature (refs. 4-6).
The required flow quality of a wind tunnel is strongly dependent on the type of testing which will
be performed in it. In general, the test-section flow must have uniform velocity, small flow angularity,
and low turbulence. Quantitative limits for these parameters vary widely for the various types of testing
performed in wind tunnels. For studying natural laminar flow, for example, the turbulence intensity and
flow angle variations must be kept as small as possible so as not to prematurely trip the boundary layer
(rms turbulence intensity < 0.05%). In contrast, large-scale testing of configurations over which the
boundary layer is predominantly turbulent does not require the same restriction on turbulence intensity. In
nearly all types of testing, however, the spatial variation of the test-section velocity should be as small as
possible. The present research was directed at this particular problem; development of short, low-contrac-
tion ratio inlet designs which can provide uniform test-section velocity in low-speed, indraft wind tunnels.
A general description of the traditional design philosophy of both indraft wind tunnel inlets and the
contraction section of closed-return wind tunnels is a good introduction to the inlet design problem. An
important function of a contracting section in a wind tunnel is to reduce the power consumption of the flow
conditioning devices. Flow conditioning devices such as screens and honeycombs are placed upstream of
the contraction in a region of low velocity. The drag of these devices varies with the square of the velocity
of the flow passing through them. Increasing the contraction ratio reduces the velocity of the flow through
the screen. A large contraction ratio is therefore desirable to reduce the power required (or increase the
attainable test-section velocity). The contraction also reduces the relative magnitudes of the mean and
fluctuating velocity variations compared to the average test-section velocity. The amount of reduction as a
function of contraction ratio, c (defined as the ratio of the inlet area to exit area of the contraction) summa-
rized by Mehta and Bradshaw (ref. 2) from Batchelor (ref. 7) are:
1
spacial variations in axial velocity:
C
axial component of rms turbulence intensity:
3(ln4c - 1)
2c z
transverse component of rms turbulence intensity: _ .
The reduction factors presented were derived using a linearized theory in which the contraction takes place
over an infinitesimal distance which clearly does not occur in practical wind tunnels. Nevertheless, the
trendsgiven by theseexpressionsare in agreementwith the observedflow quality in wind tunnels.
Increasingthecontractionratio thenimprovesthetest-sectionflow quality. Caremustbetaken,however,
indesigninganozzlewith a largecontractionratiosoasto avoidboundarylayerseparationatboththeinlet
andexit planesof thecontractingsection.
A largenumberof reportshavebeenpresentedwhichaddresstheparticularproblemof contraction
design. The earlier works made use of hodograph methods in which a velocity distribution along the wall
or centerline of the contraction is specified and the wall shape required to attain that distribution is solved
for (refs. 8-13). The utility of these methods is limited in that the resulting contractions must be infinitely
long. A novel approach is presented by Rouse and Hassan (ref. 14) in which an electrical analogy is used
to obtain the potential field for specific inlet shapes. In their work, an electric potential field is generated
by proper placement of electrodes on an insulating table to simulate the velocity potential of a contraction.
This approach had limited practical application because of the complexity of setting up the inlet geometry.
The first truly useful work on the subject is that of Morel (refs. 15, 16). In these reports, design
charts are presented for a family of contraction shapes which relate the geometry of the contraction to such
features of the flow field as wall pressure gradients and flow uniformity at the inlet and exit of the nozzle.
A finite difference solution of the Laplace equation for the given wall shapes was obtained for both two-
dimensional (2-D) and axisymmetric contractions. The wall shapes examined were obtained from two
cubic curves joined at the so called match point. Using this family of curves the effects of contraction
ratio, contraction length, and match point location were examined individually. The turbulent Stratford
(ref. 17) separation criterion was used to define limits on the amount of flow nonuniformity at both the
inlet and exit which can be tolerated. By just avoiding separation at both ends of the contraction, Morel
maintains, the minimum exit boundary layer thickness is obtained. Whether or not this is the case, the
reports provided useful design information for contraction shapes.
It is apparent from the results of Morel (refs. 15, 16) that separation is most easily avoided by
using a long contraction. Several reports can be found in the literature which address the "optimum" solu-
tion to the contraction problem. In the reports of Chmielewski (ref. 18), Borger (ref. 19), and Mikhail
(ref. 20), the optimum contraction is defined as the one which provides the required flow quality with
minimum length. The desired flow quality determines the required contraction ratio. The minimum length
contraction which does not exhibit flow separation is then optimum. These three works are very similar in
that a potential flow solution is obtained for a given contraction which is subsequently used in either a
Stratford separation prediction (ref. 18) or in an integral boundary layer calculation (refs. 19, 20). Differ-
ent families of wall shapes are used in the three reports so the results cannot be directly compared but
minimum contraction lengths are defined for the different shapes and the analyses are in good agreement
with the experimental results presented.
In all of the work described, the contractions examined were axisymmetric or 2-D. Most wind
tunnels, however, have contractions which are three-dimensional (3-D). Downie et al. (ref. 21) presented
3-D solutions to the Laplace equation for contractions with square cross-section. No boundary-layer cal-
culations were performed in this work but the parametric variations of the inlet geometry reported indicate
that contractions with large maximum slope provide more uniform inlet and exit velocity profiles than
those with shallower maximum slope.
With the exception of the work by Rouse and Hassan (ref. 14), all of the work described previ-
ously have addressed only the contraction problem as it relates to closed-return wind tunnels. That is, the
analyses were all for contracting ducts. The flow into an inlet is somewhat more complicated and has not
been examined in much detail, at least for wind tunnel applications. Batill and Hoffmann (ref. 22) and
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Batill et al. (ref. 23) presenta 3-D solution to the inlet problem using a finite difference solution to
Laplace'sequation.Preliminarydesigncharts are presented to show the effects of contraction ratio, con-
traction length, and match point on the flow uniformity at the inlet and exit. While these results are inter-
esting, the grid generation problem prevents the accurate modelling of the large cowls which are invariably
present on wind-tunnel inlets to reduce the tendency for the flow to separate which would occur if only the
sharp edge of the contraction were present. Panel codes which model potential flow using superposition
of sources and doublets should be capable of accurately calculating inlet flow in the absence of flow sepa-
ration. Complex geometries are easier to simulate using panel codes since only surface points must be
specified rather than points throughout the flow field (refs. 24-26). Batill and Hoffmann (ref. 22) found
that unsatisfactory results are obtained when the surface is represented by use of source singularities alone.
This was attributed to the "leakage" allowed by the calculation. Leakage is caused by the fact that the flow
tangency condition is enforced only at the control points of the panels. Fluid is not prevented from pass-
ing through the panels at other points. Leakage greater than 5% of the volume flow rate through the tunnel
in the calculation is sufficient to invalidate a solution.
Results of a more advanced panel method, VSAERO (ref. 26), are presented by Ross et al.
(ref. 4). This method uses source and doublet panels to represent the surface and imposes different
boundary conditions resulting in much lower leakage (on the order of 1-2%). Very good agreement with
experimental data for the flow into a rectangular indraft wind tunnel was obtained. Both the wall pressure
distribution and velocity distribution at the inlet were accurately calculated. The boundary-layer
development along surface streamlines was calculated using an integral, 2-D method. The estimated sepa-
ration lines determined from the calculations are in good agreement with the observed separation in the
experiment.
The mean flow characteristics of indraft wind tunnel inlets can be accurately predicted, in the
absence of separated flow, using existing computational methods (refs. 4, 22-27). Unfortunately, real
wind tunnels operate in a much more hostile environment than can be simulated by the inviscid, steady
analyses presented to date. In many instances, indraft wind tunnels are located outdoors so that they must
operate in the presence of atmospheric winds. These winds can be steady or very gusty and can also gen-
erate thick boundary layers. The inlet must be able to isolate the test section from the effects of wind under
as many conditions as possible. Even for tunnels located indoors, the exhaust of the fan can induce
unsteady flow around the tunnel which, again, must be conditioned by the inlet to provide good test-
section flow quality.
A good deal of research has been performed with the goal of reducing the effect of external flow
conditions on the test-section flow quality of indraft wind tunnels (refs. 5, 6, 28-33). Nonetheless, many
of the facilities built as a result of these studies required modifications to meet the flow quality goals
(refs. 4-6, 28). These modifications ranged from the simple addition more screens (ref. 5) to constructing
elaborate isolation devices upstream of the inlet (ref. 28). One of the more imaginative proposals was to
use a grove of large trees planted surrounding the inlet to isolate a large facility from the wind (ref. 29).
This aesthetically pleasing approach has, unfortunately, never been implemented.
Many of the design rules developed for closed-return tunnels should also apply to indraft facilities.
In particular, large contraction ratio inlets have been shown to provide very steady and uniform test-section
flow when several screens are placed in the inlet (ref. 33). Transverse external velocities are typically
attenuated using honeycomb. This high-loss approach works very well for small facilities where space is
not a major concern. For the large facilities (refs. 4-6, 28-31) the inlet must often be made smaller than
would be desired from a strictly aerodynamic standpoint to fit into the available space.
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A small-contraction-ratioinlet hasbeenshownto generatemore flow nonuniformity at boththe
entranceandexit planesthandoesa largercontraction-ratioinlet of the samelengthto diameterratio
(refs. 15, 16). If the wind isolation devices(i.e., screensand/orhoneycomb)areplacedin this nonuni-
formflow theresultis a largevelocityvariationin thetestsection.Thevelocity variationis causedsimply
by thepressuredropexperiencedby theflow passingthroughthetreatment.Thepressuredropthrougha
screenor honeycombdependsprimarily on thelocal dynamicpressureof theflow (ref. 34). Sincethe
dynamicpressureis proportionalto thesquareof thevelocity, a nonuniformvelocity distributionpassing
througha screenresultsin a largevariation in the total pressuredownstreamof the screen.This total
pressuredistributionis convecteddownstreamto thetest sectionsincethereis nomechanismfor further
changesin totalpressure.Thestaticpressureis constantin thetestsectiononcethestreamlinesarealigned
with thetunnelaxis. Theresultis avariationin thetest-sectiondynamicpressure,equalin magnitudeto
thetotalpressurevariationjust downstreamof thescreen.Forthis reasonmostmodificationsto existing
facilities arein theform of high-lossdeviceslocatedasfar upstreamof the inlet aspossible(e.g.,refs.6,
28-30).
ProblemStatement
If the wind isolation devicescould beplacedin a short inlet without generatinglargevelocity
gradientsin thetest section,theoverall sizeof thefacility couldbereduced.To designsuchan inlet, the
behaviorof thenonuniformvelocity field generatedby awind-tunnelinlet, passingthroughascreenmust
bebetterunderstood.To this end,anexperimentalstudyof theeffectof inlet screenson thetest-section
velocity distributionof a 2-D indraftwind tunnelwasperformed. Theeffectof thenumberof screensin
theinlet wastheprimaryfocusof theexperiment.Theexperimentalapparatusandresultsarepresentedin
Chapter2. A computationalmethodcapableof predictingthis typeof flow in 2-D wasalsodevelopedto
furtherstudytheproblem. Detailsof theanalysismethodarepresentedin Chapter3. Comparisonswith
theexperimentalresultsarealsopresented.Thecomputationalmethodwasusedto performparametric
variationsof inlet geometryand screenlosscoefficient. Theresultsof thosecalculationsprovidesome
insightasto theinteractionof theinlet geometryandscreencharacteristicsandtheresultingflow distribu-
tions. Theseresultsaresummarizedin Chapter4.
The understandinggainedin performingthestudyof theflow into inlets with screensresultedin
thedevelopmentof theconceptof the inlet cascade(ref. 4). In this inlet design,asetof vanesis located
immediatelyupstreamof theanti-turbulencescreens.Theindividualvanesin thecascadeareadjustedso
thattheresultingtest-sectionflow hasuniform velocity. This inlet designprovedto bevery effectivein
themodeltestsdescribedin references4, 35,and36. A predictionmethodwasdevelopedwhichcouldbe
usedto determinetherequiredvaneangleswithout extensivemodeltesting. Thedetailsof theprediction
methodarepresentedin Chapter5. Onceagain,experimentaldatawereobtainedto validatetheprediction
methodandto demonstratetheeffectivenessof thecascade.Theexperimentaldataandcomparisonswith
the calculated results are given in Chapter6. The dissertationconcludeswith a discussionof-the
applicabilityof thepredictionmethodsto otherproblemsandwith adescriptionof a simpleextensionto
3-D.
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CHAPTER2. TWO-DIMENSIONALSCREEN/INLETEXPERIMENT
An experimentalinvestigationwasperformedto examinetheeffectof screenslocatedin theinlet of
a2-D indraftwind tunnelon thetest-sectionflow uniformity.Thedatafrom theexperimentwereintended
for usein validationof thecomputationalpredictionmethodwhichwill bepresentedin Chapter3. A 2-D
experimentwaschosenfor two reasons•Most importantly,the computationalmethodcanthenbe2-D.
This simplifiesthecomputationaleffort tremendously.Theotherreasonis therelativesimplicityof a2-D
testovera similar3-D test• A 2-D inlet is mucheasierto definesincethecontractiontakesplacein only
oneplane• In a 3-D testdecisionsmust bemadeasto thecross-sectionalshapeof the tunnelaswell as
whethertheinlet is locatednearthegroundor not. A 2-D testavoidsthesecomplications•In addition,the
resultsaremoreeasilyinterpretedsinceunexpected3-D effectsareminimized. Theinstrumentationfor a
2-D testis alsomuchsimplerthanfor a 3-D test. With a 3-D tunnel the entiretest sectionmustbesur-
veyedto completelydeterminetheflow uniformity. In 2-Da singleline of measurementsi usuallysuffi-
cient. Thenumberof staticpressuretapsis alsomuchlower for a 2-D testsinceonly thesidewall must
beinstrumentedratherthantheentireperipheryasin the3-Dcase•
ExperimentalApparatus
Inlet geometry_ definition
The shape of an inlet, or contraction in a closed circuit tunnel, has a large influence on the perfor-
mance of a wind tunnel. In much of the previous work on contraction design a matched cubic wall shape
was employed. Using this type of wall description the geometry can be completely defined by three
parameters: contraction ratio, length to width ratio, and position of the point of inflection (or match point
of the two cubic curves). A parametric geometry definition allows easy variation of the inlet shape for
analytical studies. Since the data from the experiment will be used as part of an analytical study, the
matched cubic contraction geometry was adopted. There is no evidence, however, which indicates that the
matched cubic shape is in any way "optimum." The particular formula used to determine the wall shape
was obtained from Batill and Hoffman (ref. 22):
3
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The geometry of the inlet and variable definitions are shown in Fig. 1.
Y1
Yi = _" Wi
y=O
Inlet cowl
]r" Screen chamber
__ . /flnletplane
[ i_ Match point
_Exit plane
!
!
!
!
I I I
x. =0 x xe = L__ -1 m x
Symmetry line
Figure 1. Inlet geometry definitions
The shape of the inlet was designed to demonstrate two aspects of inlet flows. The primary inter-
est was in documenting the effect of screens on test-section flow uniformity. To examine this effect, the
velocity variation across the inlet at the screen location should be as large as possible. The second aspect
was the effect that screens have on any flow separation at the entrance to the inlet which may exist when
screens are not present. The inlet used was designed to have both a large velocity variation at the screen
location and flow separation on the side walls at the entrance so that both of the flow problems could be
examined using a single inlet.
The design process was aided by use of the 3-D panel code VSAERO (ref. 26). This program can
calculate the potential flow around arbitrary bodies to provide both surface pressure distributions and
velocities at arbitrary points in the flow field. A 2-D, integral boundary layer calculation performed along
surface streamlines was used to predict separation locations. Since the flow-field calculation is 3-D it was
also used to determine the required size of the upstream floor and ceiling plates which confine the flow to
motion in 2-D before entering the inlet. The panelled representation of the experimental tunnel is shown in
figure 2. Projections of the velocity vectors in the inlet plane are also shown in figure 2 It is apparent that
the velocity is confined to 2-D motion by the upstream plates. Boundary-layer separation was indicated in
the calculation at the junction of the inlet cowl and the screen chamber (see figure 1). ---
Tunnel description
The inlet selected for the experimental investigation has a contraction ratio of 4 and a length to
width ratio of 0.5. The match point for the two cubic sections is located at xm/L = 0.2. A screen chamber
is located immediately upstream of the contraction (shown in fig. 1) providing space for up to 12 screens.
The screens are mounted in individual frames to keep them from bowing and to maintain spacing between
the screens. Semicircular cowls are located at the entrance to the screen chamber.
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Figure 2. Paneled representation of test facility for a 3-D panel code (VSAERO) and the projected velocity
vectors in the inlet plane
The layout of the experimental facility is shown in figure 3. The inlet opening measures 4 ft wide
by 4 in. high and the test section measures 1 ft by 4 in. The flow entering the inlet is constrained to travel
in only two dimensions by the 4 by 8 ft floor and ceiling planes upstream of the inlet. The tunnel is driven
by a 5-hp centrifugal blower. A large plenum chamber is located between the test section and the blower.
Clamping
Floor and ceiling _ bolts
planes (plywood) _Ull Lexan top
Screen _floo
r
frames
4"1 ContractionJllN4:I C_°n ct_i°n __
-- 4" spacers
Total
/--rake
3' x 3' x 6' Plenum
with 5 screens
essure
To blower
Tunnel centerline
Figure 3. Layout of the 2-D wind tunnel test facility
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Five screens were placed in the plenum chamber to increase the steadiness of the flow. The blower can
be operated at either 1200 or 2000 rpm and provides a maximum test section velocity of 140 ft/sec when
no screens are placed in the inlet.
A total pressure rake was used to measure the variation in test-section dynamic pressure. The
static pressure is assumed to be constant across the test section and was measured by mechanically aver-
aging the static pressure on the four walls of the test section. The reference dynamic pressure was taken to
be that at the center of the test section. The pressures were measured using a Scani-Valve TM pressure
scanning device made by Scani-Valve, Inc. A Zenith PC-100 computer with an analog to digital converter
performed both the data aquisition and data reduction. A description of both the hardware and software
used in the test may be found in Appendix A.
Various views of the tunnel are presented in figures 4-7. Figure 4 is an overhead view of the tun-
nel showing the basic layout of the tunnel. The top of the tunnel is made of 0.5 in. plexiglass to allow
viewing of the tufts located one wall of the inlet. The tufts are visible in the photo on the wall furthest
from the camera. Pressure taps are located on the other wall. The screen frames are also visible at the
front end of the inlet. Upstream of the screen frames is the plywood sheet used as a ceiling plane. The
large box at the right of the photograph is the plenum. The Scani-Valve TM is located on top of the test
section. The floor of the tunnel is painted black to contrast with the white walls. A water mannometer was
used to calibrate the pressure transducer before each run. The exhaust from the blower is directed out a
door in the lab (fig. 5). This was done to prevent reingestion of fan exhaust by the tunnel inlet. The total
pressure rake, shown in figure 6, completely spans the test section. It was made as thin as possible to
minimize the blockage. The maximum thickness is approximately 7% of the test section height. The test
section static pressure taps are located 3 in. in front of the main body of the rake at the same streamwise
location as the total pressure tubes.
Figure 4. Overhead view of the 2-D wind tunnel
ORIGINAL PAGE
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Figure 5. Plenum chamber and centrifugal blower exhaust
Figure 6. Total pressure rake mounted in the test section, viewed from upstream
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Figure 7. Single screen mounted in the screen chamber, viewed from upstream. The thread tufts are visi-
ble on the tunnel floor and wall behind the screen
Up to 12 screens can be mounted in the inlet by clamping them between the frames in the screen
chamber. A single screen is shown mounted in figure 7. In this view, the upstream floor and ceiling
planes have been removed.
Experimental Results
Flow separation
The tunnel was run without screens to observe the flow separation that was predicted during the
design process. A sketch of the separated region is shown in figure 8. When a single screen was posi-
tioned as shown in the figure, the tufts indicated that the flow separation was eliminated. This particular
effect of screens on boundary layer flow has been noted by other researchers. Mehta (ref. 37) terms the
effect of screens on the boundary layer as giving it "a new lease on life." A screen can be used to clean up
a separated inlet, therefore eliminating the need for reshaping the walls as long as flow uniformity con-
straints are not violated. This phenomenon was not examined in the present study but it does merit ffrr-
ther investigation.
Test-section flow uniformi _ty
The primary focus of the present study is the effect of screens on test-section flow uniformity.
The most straightforward method of measuring the dynamic pressure distribution is to determine the total
pressure distribution. The variation in total pressure in the test section is equivalent to the dynamic pres-
sure variation since the static pressure is constant. The dynamic pressure is determined by subtracting the
test-section static pressure from the total pressure measured by the rake. To facilitate comparisons of the
10
Separatedregion(whenscreenotpresent)
Screenlocation
_f Tunnelcenterline
Figure8. Sketchof theseparatedflow regionpresentontheinlet wall whenno screensarepresent
distributionsobtainedin thevariousinlet configurations,thedynamicpressureis normalizedbythatmea-
suredin thecenterof thetest section.Thisprocedureeliminatestheproblemof comparingdataobtained
for differentconfigurationswhich mayhavebeenrunwith differentmassflows. Theplotsof thedynamic
pressuredistributionwhichwill bepresentedshowthevalueof q/qcLplottedagainstthelateralpositionin
thetestsectionnormalizedby thetest-sectionwidth, y/wts.
Two dynamicpressuredistributionsareshownin figure 9 for thetunneloperatedwith no screens
in theinlet. Operatedin this manner,thereshouldbevery little dynamicpressurevariationacrossthetest
sectionexceptfor that introducedby the separatedflow in the inlet (seefig. 8) andby the side-wall
boundarylayers. Thesetwo effectsshouldonly beapparentnearthetest-sectionwalls. Becauseof space
limitations in the laboratory,thetunnelwasplacednearawall (seefig. 4). Theexhaustfrom thefanwas
directedat a door locatedin this wall. During the winter months in Iowa, it is very desirableto run
experimentswith this door closed. Unfortunatelywhen operatedin this manner,the fan exhaustis
reingestedby theinlet. This is apparentin thedifferencesin thetwo curvesin figure 9,particularlyon the
right-handside. This wasthesideclosestto the laboratorywall. This sensitivityto reingestionrequired
thatall of thesubsequenttestingbedonewith theexhaustdooropenasshownin figure 5.
Therepeatabilityof thetest-sectiondynamicpressuremeasurementsi shownin figures 10aand
10b.Figure 10ashowsfour distributionsmeasuredwith two screenspresentwhile figure 10bis thesame
comparisonwith 12screenspresent.Themeasurementsweremadein separaterunswith the curvesin
eachfigure obtainedat two different test-sectionvelocities,asindicated. From thesetwo figures, it is
apparentboth thatthenormalizeddynamicpressuredistributionis not sensitiveto tunnelspeedandthat
thedataarerepeatable.The90%confidencebandis _+0.02(q/qcL)for thetwo-screencaseand+0.012 for
the 12-screen case. The stated confidence bands are for the measurements made between y/wts = -0.4 and
+0.4. Much more scatter is evident in the data outside of this region. The boundary layer is apparent in
the figures as a rapid decrease in the dynamic pressure near the test-section walls located at y/wts = +0.5.
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Figure 9. The effect of exhaust reingestion on the test-section dynamic pressure distribution.
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Figure 10b. Repeatability of the test-section dynamic pressure distribution measurements for 12 screens
The shape of the curves in figures 10a and 10b are a result of the velocity distribution across the
width of the inlet. The shape of the inlet was designed to produce very nonuniform inlet flow with the
velocity at the center much higher than near the sides. The air passing through the center portion of the
screen experiences a larger drop in total pressure than the air near the sides. As this total pressure distri-
bution is convected into the test section, the result is that the velocity in the center is lower than toward the
sides.
As the number of screens is increased the magnitude of the dynamic pressure nonuniformity also
increases. Figure 11 shows the dynamic pressure distributions for one, three, five, seven, and nine
screens. The increase in nonuniformity with number of screens is quite apparent. The amount of
increase with each additional screen, however, decreases as the number of screens increases. In fact,
adding more than nine screens has almost no effect on the distribution. The distributions for 9, 10, 11,
and 12 screens are shown in figure 12, and the variations between these curves are comparable to those in
repeat runs of the same configuration.
Another way of examining the effect of multiple screens on the test-section flow nonuniformity is
to plot some measure of the flow distortion versus the number of screens in the inlet. The maximum-vari-
ation of q/qcL across the center 80% of the test section (-0.4 < y/Wts < 0.4) was used as this measure.
Outside of this region the effect of the wall boundary layers is noticeable. This measure of distortion ver-
sus the number of screens is plotted in figure 13. The magnitude of the distortion reaches a maximum at
about 10 screens. Adding more screens has no effect on the amount of variation. This was an unexpected
result and the mechanism for this behavior was fully understood until examined using the analysis method
presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. SCREEN ANALYSIS METHOD
While perfectly feasible, a completely experimental investigation of the effects of screens on the
test-section flow uniformity of indraft wind tunnels would be extremely time consuming and expensive.
The extent of such a study would, therefore, be limited in scope. To perform a detailed study of the
screen effects an analysis method was developed which could properly predict inlet flows including the
pressure drop induced by the screen. Use of a computational method allows the effects of many inlet
design parameters to be examined individually over a wide range of values. For this purpose, a 2-D pre-
diction method was developed. A 2-D method was chosen to gain an understanding of screen effects
without the increased complication and computational effort of a 3-D analysis.
Computational Method
Governing equations
When modeling fluid dynamics problems on the computer it is best to solve the least complicated
set of equations which contain the important physics of the problem of interest. Flow through a screen
involves viscous drag and the resulting generation of vorticity. The Navier-Stokes equations contain all of
the physics of continuum fluid dynamics. These equations could be solved for the entire flowfield for the
inlet flow problem including the screens. This approach is not very practical because of the large number
of computational grid points which would be required to properly resolve the flow through the screen.
Some of the physics of the problem is also sacrificed to achieve closure by using a turbulence model
which is required in the current Navier-Stokes solution methods. Fortunately, the details of the flow
through the screen and the boundary-layer development along the walls of the tunnel are not of primary
interest in the present study. By ignoring the viscous terms, the governing equation can be reduced to the
Euler equation. In using this equation of fluid motion, the screens are modelled as actuator disks across
which the total pressure is discontinuous.
In making the simplification to an inviscid flow solution some approximations are made. The
major approximation is the lack of viscous forces in the equation. This limits the region of accurate flow
modelling to areas outside of the shear layers and separated flow. The wall boundary layer in a wind tun-
nel is relatively thin compared to the width of the test section so this assumption should not affect the
accuracy of the calculations over most of the flowfield as long as there are no large regions of separated
flow. Modelling the screen as an actuator disk entails additional approximation. This type of analysis of
the flow through screens has been shown to work well for some simple flows (ref. 34) such as flow at an
angle through a screen and flow through a bowed screen. It is a straightforward way of including the
pressure drop produced by a screen into the inviscid flowfield solution.
If the flow velocity is limited to the incompressible range (i.e., Mach number less than 0.2) the
momentum equatio n may be written as:
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-1
or uux + VUy= _ Px (2)
P
-1
+W =Tp .
UVx y Y
In this equation, V is the velocity vector, p is the static pressure, and p is the fluid density. In the
present problem, it is more convenient to solve for the total pressure rather than the static pressure.
Rewriting the static pressure in terms of the velocity and total pressure gives:
1 1 2
P = Po- _" pV2 = Po - _" P (u + v 2)
Px = Po x - P (UUx + VVx) (3)
= - + W ) .
Py Poy [ (UUy Y
Substituting the expressions for Px and py from equations (3) into (2) gives:
Equation (4) may be rewritten as:
-1
UU x + VUy = B po x + (UUx + VVx)
P
-1
UV x + Wy = 7 Poy + (UUy + Wy).
(4)
-1
U(V x - Uy) = 7 Poy"
Multiplying the first of (5) by v and subtracting from u times the second, gives the single equation:
(5)
1
V x - Uy -- P V2 (UPoy - VPox) " (6)
The right-hand side of (6) may be recognized as an expression for the vorticity, co, in terms of total pres-
sure gradients. The velocity derivatives may be written in terms of the stream function as:
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Equation (6) may then be written in the more familiar form of the Poisson equation:
V2Ud = -0) .
A more convenient form of (6) is obtained by writing the velocities on the fight-hand side in terms of the
stream function:
V2_tt = _V12 [_ttY P°y + tI'txP°x] " (7)
Equation (7) contains two unknowns, namely the stream function and the total pressure (the
velocity is specified by the stream function). The convection equation for the total pressure is used to
achieve closure:
m
V ° VPo = 0
or, in terms of stream function:
_IJyPo x - _IJxPoy = 0 .
(8)
Equations (7) and (8) must be solved over the computational domain.
To solve these equations for arbitrary geometries the equations are written in generalized coordi-
nates. The solution grid is mapped from the x-y plane into the rectangular _,rl plane. The momentum
equation (7) must then be rewritten in terms of _ and rl. Looking first at the V2W term:
XX
+_d =3 • +3
yy x x y y
= Ox(_I/_x + _tt Tlx ) + Oy(_I't{_y + _tJrlTly)
= x +  I'nrlx) x + 0 x + rlx)rlx
+ 0_(ud_y + _rlTly)_y 7I- 0rl(uxt_y + u_rlYly)Tly •
Collecting the derivatives with respect to _ and 1] individually gives:
(9)
_Ij 2
V2tr_ = 3_( _x + _trlTlX_X + UXtrlYly_y + _'I't _2)
_Y
+ _1.1(_.t.qTl _ + ux.t._xy_ x + _yqqy + _I/rlq]_).
(10)
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Continuingto collecttermsandsimplifying:
I" 1
o t(v " +
Dividing both sides by the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation gives the desired form:
(11)
(12)
where:
V_.V_I (13)
A 2 = j
Vrl.Vrl
A3- j
J is the Jacobian of the transformation defined by:
J - io(-_,y)l
= _xlqy - _yl] x •
(14)
Performing a similar set of operations on the right-hand side of (7) gives the final form of the
momentum equation in generalized coordinates:
_[Alttt_ + A2_ttrl] + _ I[A2_IJ_, + A3tIJ.q] =
pl_2 (U_y-V_x)P%+(UTly-VTIx)Pon].
VJ
.- (15)
The velocities u and v, and the magnitude, V, in (15) remain in the physical coordinate system. This is
convenient since the equation, as written, is nonlinear since the velocity is a function of the stream func-
tion. The equation is linearized by lagging the velocity so it can be considered to be a known in the above
derivation. The velocity is obtained from the stream function as:
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V 2 u 2 + v 2 = _F2 + _2
y X
= (ttt_y + tFrlYly)2 + (tXS_ x + _I'trl_X )2
(16)
Finite Difference Representation
The alternating direction implicit (ADI) approximate factorization scheme presented by Chaderjian
(ref. 34) and Chaderjian and Steger (ref. 39) was used to solve for the stream function. The compressible
dual potential code developed by Chaderjian was modified to solve only for the stream function. The
original derivation of the dual potential method used Crocco's equation which expresses the pressure gra-
dients in terms of entropy gradients. Therefore, the program was also modified to retain total pressure as
one of the variables. The ADI approximate factorization algorithm used in solving for the stream function
is:
where:
tIJ R = V_Alj+I/2A_P " + V qA3k+I/2Ao _F + _(A2_rI_t j) + 8 (A28_)
1 [(A13 _P + A2811W ) 5_po + (A28CF + A38 _g)15rlpo] .
pV 2
(18)
The difference operators in the above equation are given by:
( )j+l - ( )jA -
()j- ()j 1
V -
( )j+l - ( )j-1
The q-differences are defined in the same manner. Recall that At and Arl have been set to 1. The h and r
terms on the right-hand side of (17) are relaxation parameters (refs. 38, 39) which accelerate the conver-
gence of the scheme and n refers to an iteration level. The total pressure is treated as a known in the above
formulation and is obtained from the previous iteration level.
2O
Boundary_ conditions
Boundary conditions must be supplied both on the far-field boundaries and on the solid walls of
the tunnel. The walls themselves must correspond to streamlines in order for the zero-normal velocity
condition to be met. The wails therefore have a prescribed value of stream function. The mass flow
through the tunnel is proportional to the difference in stream function between the two walls. At the
downstream end of the test section, the streamwise gradient of the stream function is set to zero. This
specifies zero transverse velocity. The far-field boundaries are assigned values of stream function such
that the normal velocity (tangential gradient in W) is the same at every point on the boundary. The gradient
in _P is set such that the mass flow into the computational domain through the far-field boundary is equal
to the mass flow exiting the test section. This is a very simple, if somewhat arbitrary, boundary condi-
tion. It was found, however, that if the far-field boundary is placed far enough from the region of interest
(the inlet) that it has very litre effect on the solution. A sufficient distance was found to be approximately
1 inlet width in both the upstream and lateral directions. In the present studyall calculations were per-
formed with the boundaries placed at least 2 inlet widths from the inlet.
Determination of total pressure
So far, the solution procedure for finding the stream function has been described with the total
pressure treated as a known throughout the flowfield. This is not the case as it is the total pressure distri-
bution downstream of the screen which is the unknown of primary interest. Before passing through the
screen, the flow is irrotational, that is, the total pressure is uniform. The screen is modelled as an actuator
disk across which the total pressure is discontinuous. The total pressure drop is a function of both the
dynamic pressure and onset angle of the flow at each point on the screen. Using the actuator disk model
described in the next section, the total pressure at each grid point immediately downstream of the screen is
calculated. The total pressure is then convected downstream in accordance with (8).
Total pressure is convected by specifying that it remain constant along streamlines. This is equiv-
alent to solving the convection equation. The total pressure distribution immediately downstream of the
screen is determined using the actuator disk model. This distribution defines a relationship between the
stream function and the total pressure. At grid points further downstream of the screen (inside the tunnel)
the total pressure is obtained by linear interpolation; that is the total pressure is set equal to the total pres-
sure corresponding to the same value of stream function at the first grid station past the screen. A higher
order interpolation scheme or finite difference solution of the convection equation could be used at the
expense of additional complication but the results obtained using the scheme described are quite accurate.
Actuator disk model
The pressure drop caused by a screen in the inlet is modeled by use of a simple actuator disk
representation. The static pressure-loss coefficient for flow perpendicular to a screen depends,on the
physical characteristics of the screen; porosity, Reynolds number of the flow based on wire diameter, and
the details of the weave among others. The loss coefficient for normal flow is defined as:
k
O
D Pl - P2
1 2 1 2 (19)
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whereD is thedragforceperunit areaactingon thescreenandthe subscripts1and2 refer to upstream
anddownstreamof the screen,respectively.Thevalueof ko is afunction of Re (for low valuesof Re).
Whentheonsetflow is notperpendicularto thescreen,thelosscoefficienthasbeenfoundto varyas:
ko= kocosmO (20)
where0 is theanglebetweentheonsetflow andthenormalto thescreen(ref. 37). Thevalueof m in (20)
variesbetween1.0and1.4dependingon theporosityof thescreen.
A largebody of literaturecanbefounddescribingthelosscharacteristicsof manytypesof screens
(refs. 34, 37,40-48). Someof thesereportspresentempiricalmethodsfor determiningthe valueof ko
basedon the porosity andwire diameter(refs.43-48). Noneof thesemethodsis entirely satisfactory,
however,theformulapresentedby Wieghardt(ref.44) appearsto bethemostaccuratebasedon themea-
surementsof Smith,Olson,andMcMahon(NASA TM to bepublished).Thosemeasurementsweremade
for ascreenwhich is identicalto that usedin theexperimentalinvestigationsof thepresentstudy. The
exponent,m, in (20) for this screenis givenin Smithet al. as1.1. The formula usedto determinethe
losscoefficientateachpoint acrossthewidthof thescreenfor usein theactuatordiskmodelis:
1-13Re_.33
ko=5.57 13 c°sl'lO" (21)
13is theporosityof the screenwhich is definedastheratioof theopenareaof the screento thetotalarea.
TheparameterRe[_is themodifiedReynoldsnumberdefinedby:
dV
Re[_= 7 (22)
whered is thewire diameter,V is theonsetflow velocity, and v is thekinematicviscosityof thefluid.
Thevalueof Rel_rangesfrom 60 to 600in (21). For valuesgreaterthan600,Re[3is setequalto 600inthis formula.
Figure 14showsa comparisonof thepredictedandmeasured(Smithet al.) pressurelosscoeffi-
cient for a 20-meshscreenwith a porosity of 0.46 and wire diameterof 0.016 in. Resultsfor onset
anglesof 0 and40° arepresented.Thepredictedvaluesarein goodagreementwith the experimentaldata
especiallyfor velocitiesgreaterthan20 ft/sec. Thepressuredropateachpoint on thescreenis thengiven
by:
- k 1 pV2 (23)Po2= Pol 02
where1%is determinedby (21)usingthelocalflow velocityandits angleof onsetrelativeto thescreen.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the predicted and measured pressure loss coefficient for 20-mesh stainless steel
screen. Wire diameter = 0.06 in., 13= 0.46. (The data are from Smith et al.)
Computational Grid
The grid used in the calculations is shown in figures 15a and 15b. Grid points are distributed on
lines of constant x. The wall shape is generated using the matched cubic formula presented in chapter 2.
Points are clustered near the walls of the tunnel and in regions of rapid area changes. Since the inlet is of
the indraft variety, a small cowl was added at the end of each wall. The large amount of grid skewness
near this cowl causes some small inaccuracies in the local solution but the perturbations are much smaller
than are present without the cowl. An orthogonal grid around the cowl would eliminate the problems with
skewness but the simplicity of the present grid outweighs the small, localized inaccuracy which it induces.
The simple grid also simplifies the screen modelling since the screen can be simulated at a single grid line.
A close-up of the grid in the cowl region is shown in figure 15b. The wall of the tunnel has finite thick-
ness and is represented by two grid points. These points are not used in the solution of the finite differ-
ence equations. The value of the stream function at each point on the walls is supplied as part of the
boundary conditions.
Solution procedure
The solution procedure is as follows:
1) First an initial guess for the stream function and total pressure is made at every grid point.
2) Equation (17) is solved iteratively using the ADI scheme with the right-hand side set equal to
zero. This gives the potential flow solution (i.e., no screen present).
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3) The pressure drop at the screen is calculated using (23).
4) The total pressure downstream of the screen is determined by interpolation using the current
solution for the stream function.
5) The solution for W is updated in (17) by a complete cycle of the ADI scheme with the right-
hand side as shown in the equation°
6) Repeat steps 3 - 6 until the solution for W is converged.
The program can solve cases with more than one screen by simply multiplying the pressure drop
determined in (23) by the number of screens desired in the simulation. When a large number of screens
was used in the simulation the solution procedure as described above sometimes became unstable. By
gradually increasing the loss coefficient used in the screen simulation the instability was avoided. The
procedure was to obtain converged solutions first for no screens, then for one screen, two screens, etc.,
until the desired number of screens was reached.
Code Verification
The predicted wall static pressure coefficient is plotted in figure 16 for an inlet with a contraction
ratio of 4, length to width ratio of 0.5, and a match point of 0.2. The calculation did not include a screen
and therefore should be identical with potential flow results. Results from a potential flow calculation are
also shown in the figure. The potential flow results were obtained using the program HILIFT (ref. 25).
Except for the cowl region, the two codes give nearly identical results. The large suction spike in the
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Figure 16. Comparison of the calculated wall static pressure distributions from a panel code and from the
screen analysis
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pressure distribution near the cowl in the present solution is very likely due to the skewness of the grid in
that region. An interesting point to note is the small wiggle in the present prediction at x/wts = 0.4. This
is the location of the match point and the glitch is due to the discontinuous curvature of the wall at that
point. The formula used to define the wall shape generates a shape with continuous f'n'st derivatives so the
present method is able to resolve discontinuous changes in curvature.
The screen analysis was applied to the same configurations tested in the experiment which was
described in chapter 2. Comparisons of the calculated and measured dynamic pressure distributions for
the inlet with 1, 5, 9, and 12 screens are shown in figures 17a-d. The agreement between the predictions
and data is very good except near the walls where the boundary layer significantly reduces the dynamic
pressure. A small asymmetry in the experimental results is apparent in the figures. The asymmetry was
found to be caused by a slight misalignment of the inlet with respect to the wind tunnel centerline. Keep-
ing these differences in mind the results of the analysis are in good agreement with the data over the center
80% of the test-section span.
A useful measure of the flow uniformity in a wind tunnel is the magnitude of the dynamic pressure
variation over the useful portion of the test section. In most situations no more than 75% of the test sec-
tion width is occupied by a model caused by excessive wall interference or blockage effects for larger
models. In fact, most wind tunnel models occupy a much smaller portion of the test section. As intro-
duced in chapter 2, the maximum dynamic pressure variation over the center 80% of the test-section width
was used as a measure of the flow uniformity. In figure 18 the test-section flow uniformity is plotted
against the number of screens for both the experiment and calculations. The agreement is again good,
with the predictions within about 3.5% of the measured values for all the configurations studied. The
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Figure 17a. Comparison of the predicted and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions for the
case of one screen in the inlet
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Figure 17c. Comparison of the predicted and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions for the
case of nine screens in the inlet
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Figure 17d. Comparison of the predicted and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions for the
case of 12 screens in the inlet
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Figure 18. Comparison of the predicted and measured test-section dynamic pressure non-uniformity as a
function of the number of screens in the inlet
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flattening of the curve at about 10 screens is also predicted, indicating that the analysis may be used to
determine the cause of this behavior.
The wall static pressure distribution is also accurately calculated by the analysis. Figure 19 shows
a comparison between the predicted and measured static pressure-coefficient distributions for the case of
no screens in the inlet. A similar comparison was shown previously between the present analysis and a
panel method calculation. The agreement with the panel method was nearly exact while there are some
differences between the present method and the data. The most significant difference is in the region
where separated flow was indicated by the tuft and smoke flow visualizations of the experiment. The
slightly lower pressures measured in this region is consistent with the displacement effect of a separated
bubble just downstream of the inlet cowl.
If the difference is indeed due to the separation in the experiment, the comparison should be better
for cases which did not exhibit flow separation. The predictions and measurements for a single screen
case are shown in figure 20. The agreement is better in this case but the experimental pressure data still
appears to indicate separation in spite of the tuft observations. This may not be separated flow but rather
caused by the displacement effect of a thick boundary layer in the upstream portion of the inlet resulting in
lower pressure than indicated by the theory.
The calculation shows a possible mechanism for the elimination of the separation when a screen is
added. As the air passes through the screen it experiences a drop in total pressure. An identical drop in
static pressure must also occur in order to satisfy continuity. Therefore, the screen induces a favorable
pressure gradient to the flow through the screen. It is possible that this results in the elimination of the
separation. Mehta (ref. 37) reported that a screen has a rejuvenating effect on turbulent boundary layers,
reducing the thickness and turbulent fluctuations relative to the upstream values. The turning of the flow
passing through the screen may also be responsible for the cleaning up of the flow at the inlet in the
experiment.
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Figure 19. Comparison of the predicted and measured wall static pressure coefficient distributions for the
case of no screens in the inlet
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CHAPTER4. PARAMETRICSTUDYOFSCREENEFFECTS
Experience does not ever err, it is only your judgment that errs in
promising itself results which are not caused by your experiments.
- Leonardo Da Vinci (c.1510)
To obtain an understanding of the effect of screens on flow uniformity, several parametric varia-
tions of inlet geometry and screen loss coefficient were performed. Calculations were performed for vari-
ous screen loss coefficients to observe the effect on flow uniformity. The use of nonuniform screen loss
coefficient was also examined as a possible method of achieving uniform test-section velocity. The geo-
metric variations examined include contraction ratio, length to inlet width ratio, match point to inlet length
ratio, length of the upstream constant width section, and the screen position in the constant width section.
Effect of Screen Loss Coefficient
One surprising result of the experimental study of screen effects was that adding more screens in
front of the inlet did not improve the test-section flow uniformity. The author, as well as some associates,
felt that high enough losses at the inlet would result in uniform test-section flow. The argument was that
the large drag in the center of the screens, where the flow is the fastest, would cause more air to be drawn
through the outer portions of the screens where the flow was originally slower and hence had less drag.
Redistribution of the flow, as the logic went, would result in a situation with uniform drag and, hence,
uniform test-section flow. The experimental data, however, did not support this conclusion. As seen in
chapter 2, the flow uniformity was insensitive to additional screens once 10 screens were in place. Since
only 12 screens could be installed in the experimental tunnel one possible conclusion is that 12 screens
were simply not sufficient to produce the expected effect. The fallacy of the expected result was not dis-
covered until the prediction code was applied to the problem.
Figure 21 shows the magnitude of the test-section flow nonuniformity across 80% of the test sec-
tion as a function of the number of screens. While it is obviously not possible to physically place as many
as 80 screens in the inlet, the number of screens can be interpreted as a multiple of the screen loss coeffi-
cient of a single screen. Above about 12 screens, there is very little change in the magnitude of the
nonuniformity even up to 80 screens. In fact, the dynamic pressure distributions are nearly identical for
the 12- and 40-screen cases as shown in figure 22. Clearly, some mechanism other than the drag of the
screens is responsible for redistributing the flow.
The transverse or lift force generated by the screens has a large effect on the velocity distribution of
the flow passing through the screens. The velocity distribution in the test section is, therefor, also
affected. The effect of the screen turning is apparent in the calculated streamline plots shown in figure 23.
The dashed streamlines are for the case of no screens while the solid lines indicate the streamlines for the
12-screen case. The turning induced by the screen is quite apparent at the screen location. The flow exits
the screen nearly perpendicular to the screen when 12 screens are present. The exit angle of a flow pass-
ing through a screen has been shown to approach 90 ° as the loss coefficient of the screen is increased
(ref. 47). Therefore, once the flow is made to exit normal to the screens adding more screens cannot
increase the screen turning and, hence, does not change the distribution of the flow passing through the
screen. This is evident in the streamline patterns shown in figure 24 for the cases of 12 and 40 screens in
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Figure 21. The predicted effect of the number of screens on the magnitude of the test-section dynamic
pressure nonuniformity, c = 4; L/wi = 0.5; xm/L = 0.2
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Figure 22. Comparison of the calculated test-section dynamic pressure distributions for 12 and 40 screens
in the inlet
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Figure 24. Predicted streamline paths for the case of 12 and 40 screens in the inlet
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the inlet. Oncetheflow distributionat thescreenismadeinsensitiveto thepresenceof additionalscreen
loss the amountof flow distortion in thetest sectionwill also not changewith the addition of more
screens.
Screenturning is aresult of thevorticity generatedby the pressuredrop inducedby thescreen.
Recallthatthevorticity isgivenby: 1
CO= _ (UPoy - VPox) .
pV 2
Both of the total pressure gradients are nonzero along the screen. The y-derivative is nonzero because of
the nonuniform velocity distribution passing through the screen and the x-derivative because of the drop in
pressure across the screen. The resulting vorticity generates the lift force which turns the flow. Capturing
the screen turning was very important in accurately calculating the flow through the screens.
Variable Loss Coefficient
Since the velocity of the air passing through the screen varies across the width of the inlet it should
be theoretically possible to vary the loss coefficient of the screen in such a way as to achieve uniform test
section flow. A simple approach would be to determine from a no screen calculation (potential flow) the
required loss coefficient at every point at the screen location necessary to obtain uniform pressure drop
across the width of the inlet equal in magnitude to that produced by a single screen at the inlet centerline.
In performing such an analysis, both the magnitude and onset angle of the flow relative to the screen nor-
mal must be taken into account (see eq. 21). The loss coefficient distribution (ko as a function of the lat-
eral position in the inlet) determined in this manner is shown in figure 25. The required loss coefficient
varies from 1.6 (the loss of a single screen) at the center of the inlet to 4.5 near the side walls. When this
loss distribution was used in a calculation the result was a reduction in the magnitude of the dynamic pres-
sure nonuniformity from 10% to 6% (over the center 80% of the test section). The dynamic pressure dis-
tributions for the two cases are shown in figure 26. While the trend is in the right direction the remaining
distortion is still too large for most wind tunnel applications. The problem is that the inlet flow is redis-
tributed by the screen and is no longer the same as when no screen was present. A simple estimate such
as this is not adequate to produce uniform test-section flow.
A somewhat more sophisticated adaptive method was then used to find the required loss coefficient
distribution. In this procedure, the centerline value of screen loss is increased in small steps to the final
value of 1.6 (the single screen value). At each step a converged solution is obtained. The velocity distri-
bution thus obtained is used to determine the screen-loss distribution necessary to generate constant pres-
sure drop across the width of the inlet with the centerline value incremented to the next step. A new solu-
tion is then obtained using this loss distribution and the process is repeated until the desired centerline4oss
coefficient is reached. By taking small enough steps the correct distribution can be found. Taking 100
steps resulted in only 0.06% variation in dynamic pressure over the center 80% of the test section. The
dynamic pressure variation for this case is shown in figure 27 along with the distributions for constant
loss coefficient and for the simple estimate. The loss coefficient distribution required for uniform flow is
shown in figure 28. The simple estimate is also shown in figure 28 for comparison. The optimized dis-
tribution is very different than the first estimate, requiring a loss coefficient of more than 70 near the walls
(considerably larger than the scale of the figure) compared with only about 4.5 for the simple estimate.
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Figure 25. Simple estimate of the loss coefficient distribution necessary to provide uniform test-section
dynamic pressure
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Figure 26. Comparison of the calculated test-section dynamic pressure distributions for a uniform single
screen and for the estimated variable loss coefficient distribution
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Figure 27. Comparison of the calculated test-section dynamic pressure distributions for a uniform single
screen, the estimated variable loss coefficient distribution, and the "optimized" loss distribution
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Figure 28. Comparison of the loss coefficient distributions necessary to produce uniform test-section--
dynamic pressure as determined by a simple estimate and by "optimization"
A continuously variable screen loss (not to mention a loss coefficient of 70) is not easily achieved
in practice. Therefore, a calculation was made using stepwise increments in the loss coefficient. This type
of loss coefficient distribution could be achieved by adding more layers of screen toward the walls of the
inlet. One such stepwise distribution is shown in figure29 along with the optimized distribution. The
resulting test-section dynamic pressure distribution is shown in figure 30 in comparison with the distribu-
tions for the optimized screen and the simple estimate. The stepwise loss distribution results in a very
jagged dynamic pressure distribution. The general character of the distribution, however, is fairly flat. It
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Figure 29. Comparison of the "optimum", estimated, and stepped loss coefficient distributions designed
to provide uniform test-section dynamic pressure
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Figure 30. Comparison of the calculated test-section dynamic pressure distributions for the "optimized",
estimated, and stepped loss coefficient distributions
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should be possible, therefore, to achieve uniform test section flow if the loss coefficient distribution can be
made sufficiently smooth. This method of obtaining uniform flow may be particularly useful for cases in
which the screen is placed in a region of more uniform flow than was examined in the present study.
A method of producing uniform flow which, at first glance, seems to have merit is to locate the
screen along a line of constant velocity. Unfortunately, the pressure drop through the screen depends not
only on the flow velocity but also on the angle of onset relative to the screen normal. Determining the
curve along which the screen produces uniform pressure drop is therefore a difficult task. In practice it is
also much more difficult to install a screen along a curve than it is to hang it in a straight line.
Geometric Variations
The effects of various geometric parameters on the flow uniformity at the inlet plane of 2-D and
axisymmetric contractions in ducts were calculated by Morel (refs. 15, 16). The parameters examined in
these studies were contraction ratio, match point, and the length of the contraction. The same geometric
variations were performed in the present study. In addition, the effect of a straight duct between the inlet
cowl and the start of the contraction was studied. The purpose of this part of the study is to show some of
the effects of these variations on test section flow uniformity when screens are present in the inlet. The
intent of this report is not to provide detailed design charts, but rather to show general trends. The analy-
sis method could, however, be used as part of the design process of wind tunnel inlets to demonstrate
trade-offs for a particular design.
Contraction ratio
The contraction ratio of an inlet can have a large influence on the flow uniformity in the test section
for a given screen loss coefficient and screen location. The effect of the contraction ratio on test-section
flow uniformity is shown in figure 31. The contraction shape for these calculations was a matched cubic
with the match point at 0.2 times the inlet width from the start of the contraction (xm/L = 0.2) and a length
of 0.5 times the inlet width (L/wi = 0.5). The effect of contraction ratio is quite dramatic with a maximum
flow distortion produced by c = 2. The q/qclls0 % parameter plotted in the figure is simply the maximum
variation of the dynamic pressure across the center 80% of the test section divided by the dynamic pres-
sure at the centerline. For c > 2, the dynamic pressure distortion decreases rapidly from the peak of 1.64
for c = 2 to 1.1 for c = 8.
This result is consistent with references 15 and 16 which state that a large contraction ratio pro-
vides more uniform velocity distributions at the both the inlet and exit than does a small contraction ratio.
Since large inlets are expensive to fabricate, compromises are usually made in the design of large wind
tunnels which general result in a smaller than desired contraction ratio. In figure 31, it is apparent that
there is diminishing return for increasing c. The improvement in uniformity is much more rapid frorrrc =
2 to 4 than from 4 to 8. The length of the contraction also has an effect on this behavior. Other factors
may also dictate a large contraction ratio for a given facility, for example, low-turbulence-intensity
requirements for the types of testing to be done and low power consumption by the inlet treatment to
increase the maximum test section velocity for a given drive system.
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Figure 31. Effect of the contraction ration on the magnitude of the test-section dynamic pressure nonuni-
formity, xm/L = 0.2; L/wi = 0.5; 5 screens
The effect of loss coefficient on three inlets with different contraction ratios is shown in figure 32.
Contraction ratios of 1, 4, and 8 were chosen for this comparison. For these cases, c = 1 produces the
least flow distortion and c = 4 the most. The c = 1 case is interesting in that the sense of the distortion is
opposite to that of the other cases studied. That is, the flow near the walls is slower than the centerline
flow except for the five-screen case which shows no distortion. This was the only geometry examined for
which the addition of screens improved the velocity distribution. For this geometry, the flow distribution
at the screen location is different from that generated by the larger contraction-ratio inlets. The velocity in
the inlet is higher near the walls than at the center resulting in a larger pressure drop and lower dynamic
pressure in the test section near the walls. The streamline patterns in figure 33 give an indication of the
reason for the decrease in flow distortion with the addition of five screens. Compared to the no screen
case, the streamlines for the five-screen calculation show the flow redirected more toward the center of the
inlet producing a more uniform velocity distribution. The more uniform velocity passing through the
screen produces in less flow distortion in the test section.
Constant width duct
The unique behavior of the unit contraction ratio geometry can be used to improve the performance
of a wind tunnel inlet by attaching a constant area duct onto the inlet. The screens can then be positioned
farther upstream of the start of the contraction in a region of more uniform flow. A sketch of the resulting
inlet shape is shown in figure 34. A parametric study of this type of inlet was performed by varying the
length of the duct as well as the screen position in the duct. The general geometry and definitions are
shown in the figure.
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Figure 32. Effect of the contraction ratio and the number of screens on the magnitude of the test-section
dynamic pressure nonuniformity, xm/L = 0.2; L/wi = 0.5
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Figure 33. Effect of five screens on the calculated streamline paths for c = 1.0
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Figure 34. Geometry definitions for the inlet with a constant width duct upstream of the contraction
The effect of duct length is summarized in figure 35. Three different screen positions are shown in
the figure; xs/Ld = 0, 0.5, and 1.0. The length of the duct has almost no effect when the screen is located
immediately upstream of the contraction, xs/Ld = 1.0. This position also gives the largest flow distortion.
When the screen is moved to xs/Ld = 0.5 or 0.0 the duct length has a noticeable effect. For xs/L d = 0.0 the
distortion can be reduced to less than 1% if Ld/wi is between 0.5 and 0.8. For longer ducts the distortion
is increases again to greater than 1%. This tradeoff is caused by the interaction of the flow distributions
induced by the flow around the cowl and by the contraction shape. When the duct is short, the flow
through the screen (located just downstream of the cowl) is dominated by the contraction but is dominated
by the cowl when the duct is long.
Another way to look at the effect of the duct is to keep the duct length constant and vary the screen
position in the duct. The effect of this variation is shown in figure 36 for Ld/wi = 1.0. There is almost no
test-section dynamic pressure distortion as long as the screen is less than half-way from the cowl to the
contraction. At Xs/Wi = 0.5 the distortion is approximately 1% and grows rapidly as xs/Ld increases.
These results indicate that some benefit may be found from the addition of a constant area section to an
indraft wind tunnel inlet when the contraction ratio is smaller than desired as long as the screens are prop-
erly positioned in the duct. There are also implications for closed-circuit wind tunnels which employ anti-
turbulence screens. These screens generally have a large total loss coefficient and can have an influence
on the test-section flow uniformity if they are placed too close to the start of the contraction. The curve in
figure 36 indicates that such screens should be placed at least 0.5 duct widths upstream of the start of the
contraction for the geometry examined.
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Figure 35. The effect of the upstream duct length, Ld/wi, on the magnitude of the test-section dynamic
pressure nonuniformity for various positions of the screen in the duct. c = 4; xm/L = 0.2; five screens
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Figure 36. The effect of the position of the screen in the upstream duct on the magnitude of the test-section
dynamic pressure nonuniformity, c = 4; xm/L = 0.2; Ld/wi = 1.0; five screens
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Match point
The effect of the match point on the magnitude of the test-section dynamic pressure nonuniformity
is summarized in figure 37 for c = 4 and 8. The effect of moving the match point downstream is to reduce
the amount of flow distortion at the screen location and, as a result, in the test section. This is in agree-
ment with the results of references 15 and 16. Placing the match point near the beginning of the contrac-
tion results in rapid area change immediately upon entering the contraction. The rapid area change tends to
slow the fluid near the walls and accelerate the fluid near the center. The net result when screens are
placed in the inlet is a large variation in dynamic pressure in the test section. Moving the match point
downstream reduces the inlet flow nonuniformity; the area change at the start is not as rapid so the flow is
more uniform and the test-section dynamic pressure is more uniform as a result. This analysis does not
include the effect of the match point on the wall boundary-layer thickness. Several researchers have
shown that regions of high curvature near either end of the contraction result in thickened boundary layers,
and if the curvature is too high, separation may occur. Careful attention must be paid to this particular
effect in the design of any inlet or contraction.
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Figure 37. The effect of the match point, xm]L, on the magnitude of the test-section dynamic pressure
nonuniformity for c = 4 and c = 8. L/wi = 0.5; five screens .--
Contraction length
The effect of contraction length on flow uniformity is shown in figure 38 for c = 4 and 8. Longer
inlets have less rapid area changes at the start for a given match point location, and therefore have a more
uniform inlet flow distribution. This results is more uniform test-section dynamic pressure. The 8:1 con-
traction had less than 1% distortion in test section "q" when the length was twice the inlet width. It is
often impractical to build inlets this long and a penalty arises from the additional boundary-layer growth
which occurs. For this reason, very long inlets are not usually built.
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Figure 38. The effect of the inlet length, L/wi, on the magnitude of the test-section dynamic pressure
nonuniformity for c = 4 and c = 8. xm/L = 0.2; five screens
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CHAPTER5. INLET CASCADE
In Chap.4 it wasshownthattheturningof theflow by ascreenlocatedin aninlet cansignificantly
modify the inlet velocity distribution. Flow turningmayalsobeachievedby employinga cascadein the
inlet, upstreamof therequiredanti-turbulencescreens.It shouldthereforebepossibleto manipulatethe
flow passingthroughthe screenin orderto obtainuniform testsectionvelocity. Thesuccessfulapplica-
tionof this conceptcouldsignificantlyreducethesizerequirementfor wind ttmnelinletssincethenonuni-
form flow producedby asmallinlet wouldbealleviatedby theinletcascade.
Thecascadeconceptis shownin figure39a. Theflow directionat theinlet is shownbothwith and
without the cascadepresent.Theflow is redirectedby thevanesto travel in adifferentdirectiondown-
streamof thecascadethanit would if thevaneswerenotpresent.In theexampleshown,thevanesredi-
recttheflow towardthecenterof theinlet. To illustratetheconceptthelift generatingvanesin figure39a
canbe representedby point vorticesatthevanelocationsasshownin figure 39b. Thenet effectof the
vanesin thisparticularexample,is to slow theflow nearthecenterof the inlet andaccelerateit nearthe
walls. This redistributionof theflow canhavealargeeffecton thetest-sectionflow uniformity if thereis
a screenlocateddownstreamof thecascade.By tailoring thecascadeto provideuniform pressuredrop
throughthescreenacrossthewidth of the inlet, thetest-sectionflow canbemadeuniform. To examine
thepracticalityof the inletcascadeconceptananalysismethodwasdevelopedwhichcouldpredicttheper-
formanceof an inlet cascade.The detailsof the analysismethodarepresentedin the nextsectionand,
somewhatmorebriefly, in AppendixB.
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Figure 39a. Qualitative effect of a cascade on the direction of the flow in the inlet of an indraft wind tunnel
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Figure 39b. Point vortex analogy for the vanes in an inlet cascade
Cascade Analysis
It is possible to use the analysis method presented Chap. 3 to calculate the performance of an inlet
cascade. This would require that the cascade included as an actuator disk, similar to the way the screen
was simulated. In such an approach the flow turning would take place at individual grid points in the cal-
culation. The desired exit angle from the cascade would be specified. The proper stream function gradient
imposed to accomplish the required turning is given by:
v- -u tan0
_x
where 0 is the desired outflow angle and v is the transverse velocity required to achieve the desired out-
flow angle. The cascade actuator disk would have to be placed one grid station upstream of the screen
location so that the screen turning would also be included. The interaction of the two closely coupled
actuator disks may prevent accurate prediction of the cascade performance. Due to this uncertainty an
alternative approach was taken. In keeping with the simpler is better philosophy of computational aerody-
namics a well-tested potential flow program was employed along with an empirical model of the screen
effects.
Flow through cascades can be accurately modeled using panel methods. The theory of panel
methods is well covered in the literature (refs. 24-26). Briefly, the basic idea is to model bodies by
superposition of source and doublet distributions on the body surface. The singularity distribution results
from the satisfaction of the zero normal flow boundary condition imposed on the body. In practice, the
boundary condition is satisfied at a limited number of points on the body called control points. Each con-
trol point is associated with a panel of unknown singularity strength (source, doublet, or both). If there
are n control points there are also n unknown singularity strength. The system of equations is solved to
obtain the singularity strengths. Once the individual singularity strengths are known, the velocity at any
point in the flowfield may be calculated by superposition.
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In thepresentapplication,thepanelmethodhasa majordrawback;it is apotential flow method
and,assuch,cannotmodeltherotationalflow producedby ascreen.An empiricalmodelof the screen
effectswasthereforeincludedin thecalculationsresultingin anaccuratesimulationof theentireflowfield.
Potential flow cascade calculation
A simple inlet cascade is shown in figure 40. The panel code HILIFT (ref. 25) was used to model
the inlet and cascade. Flow through the tunnel is established by specifying a normal velocity on each of
the panels which close off the downstream end of the test section. The normal velocity is obtained by the
proper distribution of sinks on each of these panels. The free-stream velocity is set to zero so that only the
induced flow of the sinks is present. This simulates the flow into an indraft tunnel located in quiescent
surroundings. The velocity can be calculated at any point in the flow field. For the present work, the
velocity of the flow at the screen location is of primary interest. The magnitude and direction of the flow
at the points along the velocity survey line shown in figure 40 are used to predict the pressure drop
induced by the screen.
The effectiveness of a cascade in redirecting the flow in the inlet is shown in the streamline plots of
figure 41. Calculated streamline paths are shown for cases both with and without the inlet cascade. The
effect of the cascade in this example is to accelerate the flow near the walls relative to the empty inlet flow.
Total pressure determination
The pressure drop at discrete points along the survey line is calculated using the method described
in Chap. 3. Since the total pressure cannot vary in a potential flow calculation, the total pressure distribu-
tion determined at the screen location by (23) for the flow conditions determined by the panel code calcu-
lation is simply transformed to a test section coordinate system by conservation of mass. This is equiva-
lent to the convection of total pressure which was included in the screen analysis of Chap. 3. The trans-
formation is given by:
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Figure 40. Geometry of the tunnel with an inlet cascade as modelled in the 2-D panel code calculation
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Figure 41. Comparison of the calculated streamline paths with and without the inlet cascade
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The value of Tli is known from the location on the survey line. The total pressure at each of the Tli was
then assigned to the corresponding rhs value. In this transformation, the value of Uts is a constant deter-
mined by the sink strength in the HILIFT calculation. This is not the case when the total pressure varies
across the width of the test section. The error resulting from this assumption will be larger for cases with
large variation in test-section total pressure than if the pressure drop through the screen is made uniform, ,
Since the goal of the inlet design is to generate uniform test-section flow, the transformation is valid when : •
the design goal is met. The integration was performed using the trapezoidal nile. After integrating to find
all of the corresponding values of rhs, a cumulative error of approximately 3% of the test-section width
was found. Rather than using a more sophisticated integration scheme, the values of rlts were simply
rescaled to range from -0.5 to 0.5.
Simulation of screen turning
The screen itself was not simulated directly in the potential flow calculation so the turning effect of
the screen had to be included in another manner. The simplest way to include screen turning was to
deflect the trailing edge of each vane by the amount of screen turning expected for the particular onset
angle and screen loss coefficient (ref. 49). Several methods have been proposed to empirically predict the
turning angle of flow through screens (refs. 34, 42, and 47). Taylor and Batchelor (ref. 42) present
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results from tests of various screens which indicates that the ratio ¢/0 is constant for a screen of given loss
coefficient. They present an empirical formula to calculate this constant as:
__ 1.1
e "
The angle _ is the outflow angle and e is the onset angle. Both angles are measured with respect to the
normal vector of the screen. This simple result makes the calculation of the screen-turning angle relatively
easy if the constant of proportionality is known. For the screen used in the experimental work of the
present study, (26) gives this ratio a value of 0.74. The experimental investigation described in reference
49 gives a value _/e = 0.8 which is in good agreement with the empirical equation. The turning angle is
therefore taken to be 0.2 times the onset angle as indicated by the experimental data cited. The onset angle
in the potential flow calculation was taken to be equal to the angle of the vane relative to the tunnel center-
line (before the trailing-edge deflection). The panelled representation of a vane with and without trailing-
edge deflection are shown in figure 42.
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Figure 42. Details of the vane geometry in the potential flow calculation shown with and without trailing-
edge deflection simulating screen turning
Effect of Kutta condition
The predicted dynamic pressure distributions from two calculations are shown in figure 43. The
curve without symbols was generated using field velocities calculated at 100 points along a line located 2%
of a vane chord downstream of the vane trailing edges.
The waviness in this curve is caused by the Kutta condition which is applied at airfoil trailing
edges in the potential flow calculation in order to generate the correct lift. The condition specified in
HILIFT is that the potential at the trailing edge is zero on both the upper and lower surfaces. This satisfies
the condition of zero vorticity at the trailing edge. The predicted lift using this condition is quite accurate,
however, the local velocity field is not the same as exists for a real airfoil. The potential-flow Kutta con-
clifton results in stagnation at the trailing-edge point. The calculated flow in the vicinity of the trailing edge
is therefore different from that which exists in an actual flow where the trailing-edge condition is that the
velocity on upper and lower surfaces are equal. The panel code, therefore, calculates lower velocities near
the trailing edge than occur in real flows.
This low calculated velocity near the trailing edges of the vanes causes the local pressure drop
through the screen to be underpredicted. The peaks in the dynamic pressure distribution of figure 43 then
correspond to the low calculated velocity behind the trailing edge of each vane. A better prediction of the
pressure drop would be obtained if some sort of average velocity between vane trailing edges was used in
the estimate. A simpler solution is to use the predicted velocity at the midpoint between adjacent vanes.
Using the midpoint velocity should not degrade the accuracy of the predicted test-section distributions.
The curve with symbols in figure 43 shows the result of using only the mid-points in the analysis. The
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Figure 43. Demonstration of the effect of the potential flow Kutta condition on the calculated test-section
dynamic pressure distribution
small change in the shape of the curve is due to repositioning the survey line to lie along the actual screen
position which was along a line connecting the vane trailing edges.
Sample calculations
The primary variable which determines the cascade performance is the angle at which each of the
vanes is set relative to the wind-tunnel centerline. This is referred to as the splay angle or splay distribu-
tion. With a little experience, it was possible to modify the splay distribution in such a way as to change
the test section flow distribution in any desired manner. Three different splay distributions are shown in
figure 44. The symbols represent the actual vane locations. Only the splay angles for positive values of
y/w are show. The curves are antisymmetric about y/wi --0. The curves were generated using a polyno-
mial curve fit. Splay distributions were obtained by selecting up to six points through which the distribu-
tion was required to pass. This method of splay generation gave good control of the angle distribution and
provided an automated means by which the splay angles could be supplied to the potential flow solver.
Calculated dynamic pressure distributions for the three splay distributions of figure 44 are shown
in figure 45. The power of the cascade is apparent in the figure. By modifying the splay distribution
almost any test-section dynamic pressure distribution could be obtained. Splay distribution "I" resultefl'in
a predicted dynamic pressure distribution which varies less than 1% from the centerline value across more
than 80% of the test-section width. Without the cascade the variation is approximately 10% from the cen-
terline value over the same portion of the test section.
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Figure 44. Comparison of several splay distributions used in both the numerical and experimental study of
the inlet cascade
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Figure 45. Effect of the vane splay distribution on the calculated test-section dynamic pressure distribution
The splay distribution labeled "C" in figure 44 was defined by positioning each vane at an angle
equal to the angle of flow at the location of the vane trailing edge determined in a calculation which did not
include the vanes. This case was used to examine the effect of including the actual cascade geometry in
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the modeling. If the cascade were modeled as an actuator disk it would have no effect on the solution for
splay distribution "C." When the cascade analysis was applied to the cases of no vanes and splay "C" a
noticeable difference was found between the two solutions. Figure 46 shows the predicted test-section
flow distributions for the two cases. The presence of the vanes increases the flow non-uniformity. It is
apparent that the chord of the vanes has an effect in this case. Even though the trailing edges are pointed
in the direction of the flow found in the no vane case, they still generate lift. Lift must be generated since
the vanes are located in a region of curving flow. If the vanes are to carry no load and, hence, not change
the results from the no vane calculation, each vane must be cambered to conform to the streamline which
passes through its trailing-edge point in the no vane calculation. Since the vanes are uncambered they do
generate a small amount of lift and therefore affect the flow distribution. It is, therefore, important to
include the vanes in the modelling of an inlet cascade, particularly if the chord of the vanes is large com-
pared to the radius of curvature of the streamlines entering the inlet.
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Figure 46. Comparison of the calculated dynamic pressure distributions for the cases of no vanes and vane
splay "C."
Inlet Cascade Experiment
If the analysis method is to be used as a design tool it must be capable of accurately predicting
actual test-section flow distributions. The test facility used in the inlet screen experiments described-in
Chap. 2 was modified to accept an inlet cascade with a single screen fastened to the trailing edges of the
vanes. Photographs of the modified 2-D tunnel are shown in figures 47a, 47b, and 48. Figure 47a is a
top view of the inlet without vanes. The shape of the inlet walls was changed from the matched cubic to a
straight line tangent to the inlet cowl and the contraction near the entry to the test section. The cascade is
easier to fit in an inlet of this shape than in a matched cubic type. This is the same geometry used in the
analyses presented previously (see fig. 40). The inlet is shown in figure 47b with the vanes installed.
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Figure 47a. Top view of the inlet showing the modified wall shape for the inlet cascade experiment
Figure 47b. Cascade installed in the inlet
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Figure 48. Details of vane installation showing the trailing edge pivots and the screen
Figure 48 shows the trailing edge of one of the vanes and the screen. The vanes are made of balsa
wood and are pivoted at the trailing edge to allow easy adjustment of the splay angles. The pivot is pro-
vided by a 1/16 in. ID copper tube glued to the trailing edge. A pin passes through the plexiglas top and
bottom plates of the tunnel and through the tube. The trailing edges are therefore rather blunt. This
should pose no particular problem since only the outflow angle is important. The increase in drag caused
by the blunt trailing edge should be negligible compared to the pressure drop of the screen. The tunnel
was operated in exactly the same manner as during the previously described screen experiment. The data
acqmsltlOn system from those tests was also used.
Comparison of Predictions and Experiment
The tunnel was tested with the screen but without the cascade to provide a simple test case for the
analysis. A comparison of the predicted and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions is
shown in figure 49. A prediction from the screen analysis program is also presented. There is reasonably
good agreement between all three distributions. The discrepancy between the cascade analysis and the
screen analysis for y/Wts > .35 is due to the lack of screen turning in the potential flow method since the
vanes are not present. Near the tunnel centerline, the flow passes through the screen in a nearly perpen-
dicular direction so there is no screen turning. When the vanes are present in the simulation, screen turn-
ing is modelled which improves the accuracy near the walls. The agreement with the experimental data is
fairly good, however, particularly over the center 80% of the test section.
The cascade analysis was used to predict the performance of several splay distributions. Experi-
mental results were also obtained for these distributions. Figures 50 - 52 present comparisons between
the predicted and measured performance of the splay distributions in figure 44. The comparison is made
for splay "C" in figure 50. In general the agreement is good particularly over the center 50% of the test
section where the predicted and measured dynamic pressure ratios are within 0.5% of each other. The
analysis, however, overpredicts the dynamic pressure near the edge of the boundary layer by approxi-
mately 3%. This is evidence of the inaccuracy of the transformation given in (25) since the flow is very
nonuniform in the test section for this case. For splay distribution "E" in figure 51, the agreement is much
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Figure 49. Comparison of the computational results with experimental measurements the test-section
dynamic pressure distribution for the modified inlet shape with no vanes and one screen
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Figure 50. Comparison of the predicted and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions for
cascade splay configuration C
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Figure 51. Comparison of the calculated and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions for
cascade splay configuration E
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Figure 52. Comparison of the calculated and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions for
cascade splay configuration I
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bettersincetheflow is moreuniformfor thisconfiguration(notethechangein theverticalscalein relative
to fig. 50). Thedifferencebetweenthepredictionandmeasurementsi no larger than1%outsideof the
boundary layer. The asymmetry of the experimental data is also much more apparent for this
configuration.
The useof splaydistribution "I" (seefig. 44) wasshownby theanalysisto providevery nearly
uniformtest-sectionflow. Theexperimentaldatasupportthisresultwith approximately0.8%variationin
dynamicpressureacross90%of thetestsection. It shouldbenotedthatthecalculationsshownwereall
performedprior to thewind-tunneltest. Theexperimentalresultswerequiteaccuratelypredictedin all of
thecasesexamined.
The slightasymmetryin themeasuredynamicpressurewasfoundto bedueto amisalignmentof
the inlet relative to the tunnel centerlineamountingto approximately1% When the misalignmentis
includedin theanalysis(referredto assplaydistributionJ) thecalculatedresultsarein muchbetteragree-
mentwith theexperimentaldata(fig. 53). SplaydistributionJwasgeneratedby rotatingeachof thevanes
sothattheyarein the sameorientationrelativeto thewind-tunnelcenterlineasin theexperiment.As a
separatecheck,the 1oshift wasalsomadeto theexperimentalsplaydistributionandtheresultsareplotted
alongwith thesplay'T' calculationin figure54. Theagreementin thiscaseis alsovery goodshowingthe
sensitivityof boththeanalysismethodandtheinlet cascadeto smallchangesin thesplaydistribution.
The effectivenessof the inlet cascadein improving thetest-sectionflow uniformity of apoorly
performinginlet is demonstratedin figure 55. Theexperimentallymeasureddynamicpressuredistribu-
tionsfor the inlet without thecascadeandwith thecascadeadjustedto splaydistribution "J" areshownn
thefigure. In this particularexamplethe dynamicpressurenonuniformity was reducedfrom approxi-
mately7% to 1%over thecenter80%of thetest-sectionwidth. Furtherimprovementcouldbeachieved
by refining thesplaydistribution andpossiblyby increasingthechordto gapratio of thecascadeto gain
tighter control of the inlet flow distribution.
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Figure 53. Comparison of the calculated and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions with a
1° shift in the theoretical splay distribution
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Figure 54. Comparison of the calculated and measured test-section dynamic pressure distributions with a
1° shift in the experimental splay distribution
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Figure 55. Improvement of the test-section dynamic pressure distribution by a properly tailored inlet
cascade
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Extensionto Three-Dimensions
The analysesandexperimentaldatapresentedso far arefor a 2-D, idealizedwind tunnel. Real
wind tunnels,however,arealmostalways3-D. Thepresentcascadeanalysiscanaccuratelypredictthe
performanceof a3-D inlet whenarathersimplecorrectionis madeto thecalculatedvelocitydistributionat
the screen. This correction procedureis presentedin reference4 (Appendix B). In that report a
1/15-scalemodelof the80-by 120-FootWindTunnelatNASA AmesResearchCenterwasmodelledin
theanalysisasa simplehorizontalcut throughthetunnel. In choosingthisrepresentation,thehorizontal
contractionof the inlet is includedin theanalysisbut thecontractionin thevertical directionis ignored.
Therefore,for agiventest-sectionvelocity,thecalculated2-Dvelocityat thescreenlocationis higherthan
theactualvalue. If thepredictedvelocitiesarescaledby theratioof the2-D contractionratio to thefull
3-D contractionratio, thepredictedtest-sectiondynamicpressuredistributionis in goodagreementwith
themeasureddistribution asshownin figure 56. Themeasurementshownweremadealongthe mid-
heightof thetestsection.
A description of the inlet designselectedfor the 80- by 120-FootWind Tunnel is given in
AppendixB. In thisdesign,the inlet cascadeis incorporatedinto a largehoneycomblocatedat thefront of
theinlet. Thevanesin thecascadearethevertical surfacesin thehoneycombandhorizontalplatesplaced
betweenthevanesat 22levelscompletethehoneycomb.A screenwith alosscoefficientof 1.7is attached
to the trailing edgesof thevanes. The largehoneycomb/screencombinationis effective in preventing
large,atmosphericturbulentstructuresfrom influencingthetest-sectionflow. By properlytailoring the
vanesplay distribution the test-sectionflow canbemadeuniform. The applicationof this technology
allowedthewind tunnelto achievethedesiredflow qualitywith aninlet which is muchsmallerthanwould
berequiredusingamoreconventionalapproach.
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Figure 56. Dynamic pressure distribution in the test-section of a 1/15-scale model of the 80- by 120- Foot
Wind Tunnel across the mid-height of the test section
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CHAPTER6. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Thedesignof indraft wind tunnels is a complex task in that the inlet must perform several simulta-
neously, some of which interfere with one another. The contraction of the inlet accelerates the air to the
test-section velocity allowing the anti-turbulence treatment to be placed in a region of relatively low veloc-
ity. Anti-turbulence devices include screens and honeycombs and can effectively isolate the test section
from the effects of unsteady external flow conditions. A properly designed honeycomb/screen combina-
tion can provide acceptable levels of test-section turbulence and flow steadiness. This particular design
problem has been adequately addressed in the literature. The interaction of the inlet geometry and the ........
pressure drop induced by screens and honeycombs can cause the test-section flow to be nonuniform, par-
ticularly if the inlet has a low contraction ratio (less than about 8) and a short length to width ratio (less
than 2). The objective of the present study was to investigate the fluid dynamics of an inlet with screens
with the goal of developing an inlet design method for small inlets.
Before a design method could be developed, it was necessary to gain a better understanding of the
flow through a screen located in an inlet. An experimental study was conducted to obtain information
about the effect of screens on the flow uniformity for a short, low contraction ratio inlet. The experimental
results indicate that the drag of the screen does not affect the flow distribution in the inlet directly. It was
therefore not possible to generate uniform flow by simply adding more screens in the inlet. While the
information obtained from these experiments did not provide a detailed picture of the flow mechanisms
involved, it did generate an extensive data set which was useful in validating the computational methods
developed.
The computational method uses the stream function, vorticity formulation of the incompressible
Euler equation. In this analysis, the screen is modeled as an actuator disk with the pressure drop deter-
mined by an empirical formula. The screen analysis method can accurately calculate the test-section
dynamic pressure distribution generated by screens in the inlet. The calculated distributions are in good
agreement with the experimental data. Insight into the fluid dynamics of the overall flow field was also
gained. In particular, it was found that the primary factor determining the distribution of the flow passing
through a screen is the turning of the flow by the screen when the onset angle differs from the screen nor-
mal. Parametric geometry variations were performed which showed that uniform flow can be achieved if
the screens are located appropriately in a constant-width duct upstream of the contracting section of the
inlet. This approach has been used in several wind tunnels to date (e.g., refs. 5, 30). These designs
were arrived at through experimentation rather than by analysis. The present analysis could be used to
analyze this type of inlet design and eliminate a large amount of iterative experimentation.
The effectiveness of a variable loss coefficient screen in providing uniform test-section flow was
examined. An technique was developed by which the the required loss coefficient distribution is found
which includes the flow redistribution caused by the screen in the calculation. The loss distribution tq'rus
obtained was found to produce uniform test section flow. Unfortunately, the required loss coefficient near
the sides of the inlet is too large to be practical for the inlet geometry examined (ko was as high as 70 in
that region). Production of a continuously variable screen would also be impractical. Another calculation
was made using a "stepped" loss distribution which could be produced by placing more layers of screen in
the regions where a larger loss coefficient is called for. The resulting flow distribution was very nonuni-
form with the steps in loss coefficient plainly visible in the predicted dynamic pressure distributions. For
the inlet geometry studied the graded screen approach is not feasible, however it may be useful for
geometries which have smaller velocity gradients than the inlet of the present study.
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Themostpromisingconceptfor asmallinlet providinguniformtest-sectionflow is theadditionof
aninlet cascade.Theideais thataproperlytailoredcascadeplacedin theinlet is usedto redistributethe
flow passingthroughthe screen.Whenproperlydesigned,thepressuredrop throughthescreencanbe
madeconstantacrossthe width of the inlet, thusproviding uniform test-sectiondynamicpressure.An
analysismethodwasdevelopedbasedona2-D panelcodeandanempiricalpressuredropanalysis.The
methodwasusedto determinethe anglefor eachvanein a cascade,locatedjust upstreamof a screen,
requiredto produceuniform-test sectionflow. An experiment that was performed using several vane
splay angle distributions which had been examined computationally showed that the experimentally mea-
sured dynamic pressure distributions were accurately predicted by the computations. The analysis proved
sensitive enough to determine the source of a slight asymmetry in the experimentally measured test-section
dynamic pressure distributions. The asymmetry was found to be due to a 1 o misalignment of the inlet with
respect to the axis of the wind tunnel. The ability of the inlet cascade to produce any desired test-section
flow distribution (within reason) makes it a good choice in the design of indraft wind tunnels.
A simple scaling of the velocities predicted by the 2-D panel code at the screen location was subse-
quently used to extend the analysis to 3-D. The scaling was introduced to account for the lack of contrac-
tion in the third dimension in the analysis. Including the correction in the analysis allowed the accurate
prediction of the horizontal dynamic pressure distribution at the vertical centerline of a 1/15-scale model of
the 80- by 120-Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA Ames Research Center. The analysis method was used to
design the inlet for the full-scale facility (ref. 4). The inlet was found to produce sufficient isolation from
external winds while maintaining uniform test-section flow.
The analysis methods presented in the present study Could be extended to 3-D which would allow
a more detailed examination of the effects of external wind on inlet performance. In addition, the ground
boundary layer could be modeled by a proper distribution of total pressure in the far field which is a prob-
lem that cannot be addressed using the present analysis method.
The computational methods and design concepts developed in the present study can also be used in
the design and analysis of closed-return wind tunnels. Screens are often placed in the settling chamber of
these tunnels to reduce the turbulence intensity in the test section. If the screens are placed too close to the
start of the contraction, nonuniform test-section flow can be produced. The minimum space between the
contraction and the nearest screen can be determined using the screen analysis presented here. Screens are
also used in closed-return wind tunnels to prevent separation in wide-angle diffusers which are often
located upstream of the settling chamber. Coupling the screen analysis with a boundary layer calculation
could provide a useful tool in the analysis of this type of flow.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
The data acquisition and reduction for the experiments was performed automatically during by a
Zenith PC-100 microcomputer equipped with a MetraByte DASH-8 input/output card. A schematic of the
overall system is shown in figure 57. The I/O card has eight analog inputs, a 4-bit digital input, and a 4-bit
digital output. One of the analog inputs was used for the signal from the +1 psi pressure transducer. The
pressure transducer signal was filtered and amplified by a Vishay signal conditioning amplifier. A
Scanivalve TM scanning pressure switching device was used to measure the pressure at all of the ports on
the model using a single transducer. During the tests the static pressure was measured at 20 points along
one wall of the inlet and contraction and on all four walls in the test section. In addition 24 total pressures
were measured across the test section using the rake shown in figure 6 of Chap. 2.
Pressure Measurement
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Scanivalve
Module
Stepper Motor
Controller
(Scanivalve, Inc.)
Stepper Motor Signal
Transducer Signal &
Excitation
Stepper Control Signal
Conditioned Signal
Position IDisplay
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Signal Conditioning
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i m
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_IIIIIIIII:IIIIII111
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Figure 57. Schematic of data acquisition system
The data acquisition process is as follows. Upon initiation of a cycle, the computer reads a preset
number of samples of the signal from the transducer through the A/D converter. These samples were
averaged and the result stored. A command is then sent by the computer to the stepper motor controller-to
step the Scanivalve to the next port. This process was repeated until alt of the desired pressure data were
recorded. The first, 24th, and 48th ports all measured the test section static pressure. After a complete
cycle, these three pressures are compared and if they differ by more than 1% the entire cycle of data is
discarded. This is to assure that all the pressures were measured for the same test section conditions since
a complete cycle through the 48 ports required approximately 5 min. A total of 200 samples were taken at
every port to obtain a good average. The data were saved on disks for subsequent analysis and plotting.
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